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1. Aside from exceptions explicitly permitted by Golden Rain Foundation departments or the GRF Board of 
Directors, posting or placing unaccompanied signs, flags, or banners on Trust property, or vehicles parked on 
Trust property by individuals, GRF-registered clubs and organizations, and outside organizations or businesses is 
prohibited at all times.  

 
1.1. This Prohibited displays includes, but are is not restricted  limited to the following: 

1.1.1. Promoting patio or estate sales;  
1.1.2. Promoting events located within or outside the community;  Functions of Leisure World 

organizations 
1.1.3 Advocating a position in any election or recall campaign, political or Foundation initiative or 

concerning a social issue;  Political posters 
1.1.4. Promoting the sale, viewing or lease of products, bicycles, vehicles, vehicles used for recreation, 

services, or residential property. Advertising by outside businesses and organizations. Signs 
attached to or displayed in vehicles offered for sale while parked on trust property to include, 
but not be limited to, bicycles, electric cars, motor vehicles, recreation vehicles and trailers. 

1.1.5. Open house and “For Sale signs 
 

 
2.   Permitted displays 

2.1. Members may exercise their privileges under California Civil Code 4515 to peacefully assemble, meet 
and communicate with members, residents, and their invitees or guests concerning common interest 
development living, association elections, legislation, election to public office, or the initiative, 
referendum, or recall processes. Such meetings can occur during reasonable hours and in a reasonable 
manner on Trust property that is not otherwise in use.  

2.2. Commercial vehicles on Trust property at the request of GRF, the several Mutuals or authorized 
residents are permitted to display advertising messages on their vehicles. 

2.3. Vehicles belonging to individuals may display a message or image on a license plate, decal, sign or sticker 
no larger than 72 square inches in size. 

2.4. Commercial companies, individuals and other GRF-recognized or outside organizations participating in 
consumer fairs, markets, events or sponsorships at the invitation of a GRF department may include 
additional signage within the parameters established by the sponsoring department.  

 
 
 


